
Sign up & Reminder Setup

There's no way to "snooze" or 

"remind me later" for these 

reminders.

Reminder setup for hydration 
is messy and crowded.

How did the 2.3 litres 
recommendation calculated?

Setting up ‘getting up’ and 
‘sleeping’ times may be more 
reasonable.

What does the ‘activity’ mean 
when I set up my hydration 
goal?

I’m confused with the ‘activity’ 
question when set up my 
hydration goal. 

I’m not sure how often I 
should drink water in an hour. 

Navigation 

Reminder setup is hard to find 
after the onboarding process. 
I change my schedule very 
often, so I want a quick 
access button to the reminder 
settings.

I don’t know how to quickly 
log water or meal from the 
homepage.

The ‘plus’ looks like a button 
to open the camera and take 
photos.

I didn’t understand what the 
‘plus’ button does before 
clicking on it. 

I don’t understand what the 
‘plus’ button mean before 
clicking on it. 

It is hard to find my order 
history.

The ‘quick order’ button is not 
obvious enough. How about 
putting it into the navigation 
bar?

After lunch, I want the ‘quick 
order’ button floating on the 
right side of the dinner 
reminder section.

Homepage

The font size on the 
homepage is quite small and 
it is hard to notice the 
reminder.

There is a time count down 
for the next hydrate reminder. 
Where is the time count down 
for the next meal reminder? 

Does the remaining volume in 
the water glass mean the 
volume you are going to drink 
to achieve today’s goal?

Meal Tracker

What does the ‘check circle 

icon mean?
I’m confused with the ‘check-
circle’ button.
What does the ‘check-circle’ 
mean? Can I click on it?

I don’t want to take photos for 
my meals.I prefer to add text 

description when logging 
meals.

I don’t want to take photos of 

my meals. And I’m not able to 

log meals by text.

When I log a meal from the 

‘plus’ button, how do I know 

which meal I am logging?

How do I know which meal I 

am logging?
I prefer to choose which 
meals I am taking before 
logging foods.

I prefer to log my meals and 
water intake from separate 
tracking pages, rather than 
through the ‘plus’ button.

Can I quickly log the food 
from delivery without taking 
photos myself?

Hydration Tracker

I sometimes have tea and 

coffee, how do I log these?
Does the ‘cup’ icon mean to 
let me choose what type of 
drink I had?

I often drink coffee for 
hydration. How do I log my 
coffee intake?

How do I log my water intake 

with different volumes other 

than 50, 100, 150, and 200?

I’m okay with ‘mL’, but what if 

someone is unfamiliar with 

this unit?

The volume choices for 
logging water intake are not 
user-friendly enough.

I’m confused with the mL. I 
don’t know the capicity of my 
cup. 

How do I undo it if I 
misclicked the ‘add water 
button?

How do I undo my action if I 
misclick on adding water 
intake?

Does the ‘water drop plus’ 
button mean adding more 
water to today’s hydration 
goal?

I prefer to log my meals and 
water intake from separate 
tracking pages, rather than 
through the ‘plus’ button.

The process of logging water 
intake is inconvenient. I don’t 
want to spend too much time 
on logging it.

It’s not quick and easy 
enough to log water intake 
through the ‘plus’ button. I 
prefer to use the ‘water-drop 
plus’ button instead. 

Order & Checkout

How do I know I'm paying 

with my saved credit card?

What does the time mean on 
the top-right of each 
restaurant?

What does the time mean on 
the right of each restaurant? 
Is the time calculated 
according to your current 
location?

What should I do after placing 
my order? Should I click on 
the ‘close’ button?

Tracking Delivery

How can I track my order if I 

order more than one delivery 

at the same time?

I prefer to not hide the map 
even when the order has 
completed. 

Profile & Weekly Report

I’d like to have some diagrams 

for my weekly report. 
I prefer some charts and 
diagrams in the weekly 
report.

The weekly report is too 
general, I want more details 
or analysis.

The weekly report is too 
general. 

There’s no insight about 
hydration performance in the 
weekly report.

In the weekly report, I want to 

compare my performance 

from week to week.

The profile page is too 

crowded.
I prefer the sub-section of the 
profile on separate pages.

Others

I merely use my phone while 
working. How do I get 
notifications then?

I want to record the calorie 
intake as well. I don’t want to 
download too many similar 
apps on my device to fulfill 
my needs.

I want to log my fitness and 
calorie burned as well to 
balance with my daily calorie 
intake. 


